Introduction
India is mainly constituted with villages and Agriculture is the main occupation. Sugar cane cultivation is one of the important commercial crops adopted by the farmers. The demand of sugar consumption is regularly increasing day by day as aresult more and more sugar industries are coming up in turn there is ascope for further increase in the sugar cane cultivation throughout the country. But the farmers cannot afford to bear the expenditure incurred for the cultivation of sugarcane due to hike in cultivation cost such as increase in fertilizer price, manual labour, pesticides, insecticides, transportation etc. As a result the farmers are badly needed the financial support. In this regard sugar industries are tie up with financial institutions, Bank to get the financial assistance to farmers under the guarantee of the company. The banks provide financial support to the farmers and recover the principal amount with interest while factory is made the payment to the farmers after the supply of cane. In order to obtain financial support from the Bank, various procedures/steps to be followed.
II.

Material And Methods
2.1Organization chart of cane section
The field Assistant of Sugar industry contacts the farmers and takes the measurement of area of plantation of sugar cane by individual farmers and made the agreement between the farmers and the sugar industry. Then the action will be taken to provide financial assistance tie-up with Banks.
Procedure for extending the loan facility to farmers by Sugar industry is as follows.
Agreement for sale and procurement of sugar cane
This is a type of binding between the farmer and the factory for supply of cane from the farmers or procurement/purchase of cane from the factory. This is a mutual understanding in the form of written document. The format of Agreement for sale and procurement of sugar cane is as follows. 
AGREEMENT FOR SALE AND PROCREMENT OF SUGAR CANE
2.3On demand pronote
This is type of demand/request from the farmer for getting crop loan from the factory for the purpose of growing the crop in a healthy manner by way of to purchase mainly chemical manures. The format is attached below.
ON DEMAND PRONOTE
-that I heeby agreed to refund the amount Rs.---------------------wth interest @ the rate of ------received towards agricultural expenses whenever you called for.
Signature of the farmer 
Studies on the implementation of System Application Product (SAP) Materials Management (MM
2.5Shifting of cane
After completion of cutting process,there also some procedures for lifting of cane to the factory.i.e the farmer has to come to Divisional office to collect trip sheet with cutting order and make arrangement for lorry/trucks. Then it will go to weigh bridge to get weighmentticket(2 Nos) one for lorry and other one for farmers. 
2.7Sugar cane supply Bill
This is a type of voucher for making the payment to the farmers for supply of sugar cane supplied to the factory through bank which is tie-up to the factory. Once payment is received from the factory,the crop loan recovered along with interest and balance amount is issued to the concerned farmer. 
Format of sugar cane supply bill
Prepared by PAYMENT THROUGH BANK MANAGER-ACCOUNTS
All these are managed/maintained in a transparent way by single window.
III.
Results
Implementation of SAP in cane cultivation Harvesting and shifting of cane
In order to overcome all the above mentioned traditional methods of cane harvesting, cane cutting and shifting of cane to the factory by way of modernized/computerized by implementing SAP (MM-module).
Once the agreement has made between the farmer and the company all the information are uploaded in the system and the data has been transferred to all the cane sections which is shown in the organization chart above. In the meantime ID number is allotted to each ryot who made the agreement. This is the unique ID number given to particular ryot which is non-transferrable and this will be continued till the death of the farmer unless the rights/ documents are transferred to party's wife or children. By feeding this unique ID number,all the details/informationof the particular ryot is displayed on the system. This information comprises of 1. Village 2. Sector 3.
Area of the land 4.
Date of Agreement 5.
Date of Cultivation 6.
Fresh/Ratoon cane 7.
Crop loan details if availed
IV.DISCUSSIONS
The solution from SAP is bound to get the following advantages in sugar industries.
Total integrated reliable and real time solution SAP is user friendly i.e information will be obtained as and when required.
Continues maintaining and evaluation of performances The complete process of cane cultivation to shifting of cane can be monitored and evaluate by system only.
Effective inventory control The holding stock can be accessed and based on this; action can be taken for procurement of needy items.
Maximize the utilization of resource With the help of SAP solution we can utilize the existing resources in the company and avoid unnecessary losses.
Gain edge in global competence By implementing of SAP, losses can be avoided, recovery has been improved and the company can compete in global level.
TOTAL ADVANTAGES BY IMPLEMENTING SAP 
Increase in yield by timely crushing good quality and matured cane.  Benefits from the supply of the inputs to the farmers.  Farmer's loyalty increase.  Planning, budgeting and achievement have meager deviation.  Re-deployment of the human resources.  Staggered plantation helps the factory to crush throughout the crushing season.
V.
Conclusion
Any module in the ERP system is implemented by the consultants engaged by the company. After the implementation (installation), the system has to be used by the employees of the company who are called the end-users. They have to be accustomed to the way the system works to get optimum benefit from the system. Using the software at the end or after the implementation is an End User is the one who performs transactions in SAP after it goes live.
Since the financial position of Indian farmers is very weak, the loan facility provided by the industries through Bank encourages the farmers to grow more cane and also motivates the farmers. The loan amount is paid immediately to the Bankers from the farmers through factory will also increase the transactions of the Bank in turn both bankers and farmers are mutually benefitted.
VI.
